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Edition 7.0 17. He wants to prove his theory. Ola,
will help Vury.Monday, December 6, 2008 In a

small contained area not far from the ICML
conference in Poulton-Le-Fylde, just south of
Lancaster, there stands a colourful wooden

structure, bearing a sign; “School of the
Humanities, Computing and Mathematics”. I take a
picture of it. I was at a talk at Lancaster University,
given by a Professor at London's Wellcome Trust,
about research projects currently funded by the

Institute of Funders. He described the strength of
his Institute, and the way it had grown, through

partnerships across three universities (Lancaster,
Oxford and UCL), and through exploring funding
needs in innovative ways. But it was the mention

of the School of the Humanities that had me
asking; “What was he talking about?” I don’t
usually question things, and certainly not my

ability to understand what people are saying; but it
occurred to me that the School of Humanities,
Computing and Mathematics might be a new

post-1992 invention, it's a new way of creating a
research institution with distinct subject areas. The

Institute of Funders offers support to funders of
research projects, most typically from the

government but also commercial; it is not an
academic institution in the classical sense. But if

the School of the Humanities, Computing and
Mathematics suggests a new way of organising

academic research, it would still benefit from the
framework given by the conventional boundaries of

universities and disciplines. It is a school not a
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department. It emphasises the multi-disciplinary
approach of many existing departments. It has no
principal, no head. Its most well known name is
Heather Wright, based on her writing on gender

and computing, but she is regarded as a research
leader rather than a principal. The nearest thing

the school has in common with a department is the
fact that it was formed from a department. It

comes together from the Sciences and Technology
departments in Lancaster and Oxford. And yet
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[www.cn.com]Pages 1 July 2014 What a Summer I
love the summer. Summer is chock-full of things I
love, fun, sunshine, and days off from school. It's

not a time for quiet contemplations or quiet
daydreams, but for idle hands and lofty ambitions.

I already had plans to come to Canada, and this
summer was going to be golden for me. I wanted
to visit my friend Bob, he and his wife had bought

and renovated an old farmhouse in the Prairies. On
my way there, I planned to stop at a nearby village

in France to go to the library and just enjoy the
place. After flying into Vancouver, I joined my

friend Bob at his farmhouse for a good few days of
touring the area. I had an old bike to use in case I
wanted to ride into nearby N.W.T. Bob and his wife

had a bunch of (large) dogs around, an outdoor
swimming pool to swim in, and two cats just

looking cute and healthy. Their dogs weren't so
impressed, but they went into another room when
we came in, so I went swimming. Eventually, I got

a new set of wheels, and I headed out to start bike-
touring in British Columbia. I had absolutely no

sense of direction. At some point, I realised I was in
Ottawa and decided I needed to head there, I had
no idea how many hundred miles I had gone yet,

so I thought I might as well start to ride for a
couple of hours. It would be a good way to see the
city and get some feel for it, what it was like, and
how it might be. But somehow I ended up on the

Canada/New Brunswick border. I was confused, but
that's Canada for you, nobody talks, and it took a
good few hours for somebody to tell me where I
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was. Until then, I was just looking at scenery. Very
pretty. Lacking a plan, I figured I might as well

drive into Massachusetts, get a hotel for the night,
and start biking the following day. So I did that,
and with about one-fifth of the mileage of my
planned route. When I got to Massachusetts, I

stayed at a pretty cool hotel in downtown Salem. I
stopped there to change and had a bite to eat at

one of the restaurants that seemed
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